The Sierra Conservation Project & Town of Mammoth Lakes are excited to announce the
expansion of current condominium recycling programs in the Town of Mammoth Lakes.
SCP is working on a grant-funded project to deliver comprehensive recycling programs
to condominium complexes in the Eastern Sierra. This joint effort between Sierra
Conservation Project, The Town of Mammoth Lakes and CalRecycle will provide a
unique opportunity for multi family residential locations to set up their facilities with
professional and effective recycling infrastructure at no cost while supplies last.
How the program works…
SCP will provide costly bear proof recycling systems at no cost to local complexes.
Affordable program implementation allows complexes to reduce environmental impacts
with no set up expenses. The Sierra Conservation Project will conduct a free on-site
analysis of your complex. We will then create an implementation plan and deliver the
recycling infrastructure needed to start an efficient and effective recycling program for
your Mammoth Lakes location.
1. We will provide all recycling infrastructure needed for your participation in
this recycling program. SCP will assist in designing a custom recycling program
for your complex and provide all start-up materials.
2. We deliver and install specialized recycling collection containers and
equipment to meet the specific needs of your complex. Indoor and outdoor
bear proof containers are costly and often limit HOA and managers ability to
implement recycling programs. This program provides containers at no cost to
you.
3. The Sierra Conservation project will provide refrigerator magnets for each
unit of your complex to educate guests and residents of recycling container
locations.
4. Finally, Sierra Conservation Project services recycling containers on a weekly
basis or as needed to keep your program running smoothly without
additional work for your employees. We handle the separation and preparation
of recyclable materials, residents and guests simply places recyclables in
provided containers and we handle the rest. Pickup and sorting service charges
depend on the size and pickup frequency needed at your complex.

The benefits of recycling at your complex




Cost savings on trash removal services
Many local complexes have realized the benefit of recycling their glass, plastic
and aluminum materials rather than throwing them away to be dumped in our
local landfill. Recycling will save you money on trash removal fees while
reducing the environmental impacts of your project.

Specialized recycling containers provided at no cost to you
There are many recycling container options to choose from. Bear-proof
containers are recommended for most outdoor recycling container applications.
Indoor recycling systems provide a uniform look and convenient recycling
locations for office and common area applications.


Reduced environmental impacts = added value at your complex 
By participating in this program your complex will be providing convenient
recycling opportunities for guests and residents. Managers are constantly asked
“where are the recycling containers located?” Having onsite recycling
opportunities adds value to your guest’s experience. As a participant of the
Sierra Conservation Project, your company will be listed as a participating
“green business” on our web site and in our newsletters.
Uniform and professional look
Plaza containers come in many styles to match the look of your complex décor
and existing trash containers. SCP staff insures containers are clean and
attractive; we wear identifiable uniforms and use state of the art equipment for
professional results.
Promotes your complex as an environmentally responsible member of the
community
Our experience has shown that guests, residents and members of the community
will recognize and appreciate recycling opportunities at your complex. SCP
participant decals and signage are provided to show your patrons your complex
is doing its part to protect our environment.

The Sierra Conservation Project Team
• Our specialized equipment and experience operating in all weather conditions in
Mammoth Lakes insures your prompt and efficient service year round.
• Our friendly and professional staff wear identifiable uniforms and operate 7 days a
week to accommodate fluctuating guest volumes.

Call 760-914-0115 to schedule your free site analysis and take advantage of this
opportunity while supplies last.

